WHO ARE WE
The American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) is the world’s largest society dedicated to the global aerospace profession. We believe that aeronautic and astronautic professionals are the drivers of global innovation. Together we make the world a safer, more connected, accessible, and prosperous place. Continuing this progress depends on the exchange of ideas — and AIAA provides the forum where innovators can come together and grow the ideas that will one day change the world.

AIAA MISSION
To inspire and advance the future of aerospace for the benefit of humanity.

AIAA VISION
To be the voice of the aerospace profession through innovation, technical excellence and global leadership.

HAVE YOU VISITED AIAA’S ONLINE LIBRARY LATELY?
ARC is the World’s #1 Source for Aerospace Information — Aerospace Research Central (ARC)

One way AIAA makes the exchange of technical knowledge and information possible among aerospace professionals is through our outstanding publications. Explore seven AIAA journals, three eBook series, numerous meeting papers, and aerospace standards.

Check out ARC today: http://arc.aiaa.org/

PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE ON ARC
• AIAA Journals — AIAA offers seven technical journals that contain the most credible peer-reviewed articles in the aerospace field.
• AIAA eBooks — AIAA proudly offers the most comprehensive selection of aerospace titles in ebook format anywhere with nearly 300 titles available.
• AIAA Meeting Papers — AIAA is the catalyst for inspired idea exchange, for over 50 years, individuals from around the globe have presented the latest research to their peers at AIAA conferences.
• AIAA Standards — AIAA has the latest standards in the industry, which provide many benefits including best practices, economies of scale, expanded trade possibilities, and increased resource flow.

AIAA members get access to standards for free, and get deep discounts on all other publications.

www.aiaa.org/join

Together we can Shape the Future of Aerospace
Join AIAA as a Professional Member today.

www.aiaa.org/join

“Thank you to AIAA whose conferences, publications, and committees helped me to remain current and keep up with technology. Really, if AIAA did not exist and didn’t make it possible for us to keep up with technology, we would not be where we are today, and I hope all of us recognize that.”

— Ben Zinn, AIAA Honorary Fellow, 2014 Reed Aeronautics Award Winner, and chair and regents’ professor, School of Aerospace Engineering, Georgia Institute of Technology

www.aiaa.org/join

Shaping the future of aerospace is no simple task. It takes passion, discussion, innovation, collaboration, and most importantly — it takes YOU!

www.aiaa.org/join
AIAA MEMBERSHIP MATTERS

START MAKING AIAA PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIP MATTER TO YOU TODAY!

When you become a member of AIAA, you receive unmatched professional development resources and contacts to advance your career. Expand your potential impact on the future of aerospace and keep yourself at the forefront of aerospace technology by becoming a member today.

FINISH OUT WHICH AIAA PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIP IS RIGHT FOR YOU.

Professional Membership — For those who hold an engineering or science degree.

Associate Membership — For those who work in aeronautics and astronautics, or are interested in the aerospace industry.

BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP

• AIAA Daily Launch — Stay informed on the latest industry reports that affect your day-to-day work.

• Aerospace America — Get in-depth insight on the subject matter that is shaping the aerospace industry with this monthly publication.

• Participation is Power — AIAA forums provide you with the opportunity to network with a community of collaborative and innovative members who are your lifelong link to the aerospace community.

• Local Section Events — Meet colleagues and network with engineers and aerospace professionals near you.

• Enhance your Leadership Skills — Technical programs provide opportunities to present papers and research, and committees and sections provide influential opportunities to volunteer.

• Use our Career Center — The connection to your next success, and a hub of advice for building a successful future for yourself.

• Discounted Fees — Receive reduced rates for AIAA forums and professional development seminars.

• Publication Discounts — Receive between 25–85% off books, technical journals and research papers.

• Free Standards Access — Download any AIAA standards, anytime from anywhere at no additional cost.

• Discounted Subscription Rates — Get a deal on Aviation Week & Space Technology too.

AIAA ENGAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES INCLUDE:

• 70+ Technical Committees — Focused on specific areas of aerospace-related technology and research.

• 59 Sections across the U.S. and Australia — Each section offers technical programs and networking activities tailored to local aerospace professionals, students and educators.

• 21 Standing Committees — Help AIAA achieve its mission by providing guidance on the industry.

• 19 Committees on Standards — Oversee the development of new standards, update current standards, and set the direction for AIAA’s standardization work moving forward.

• 13 Program Committees — Focus on leading-edge and emerging aerospace programs.

• 5 Annual Forums — These annual programs offer a high-level look at the industry, as well as a vast variety of niche technical presentations. The forums are designed specifically to foster networking and information exchange. Find out more at www.aiaa.org/forums.

“Networking and knowledge enhancement rank highly among reasons why professionals belong to AIAA. That’s why we strive to provide you with numerous opportunities to share information, engage with thought leadership, and participate in the aerospace professional community.”

Visit AIAA today. www.aiaa.org/join

“AIAA is an invaluable professional organization for the aerospace industry. Not only does it have the obvious, like conferences and journals, but it also provides an opportunity for interaction between people from all over the aerospace industry. There is no other organization that can provide better networking and information in the aerospace industry than AIAA.”

— Cheryl Blomberg, Student Liaison to the AIAA Board of Directors, and student, University of Colorado, Boulder

PARTICIPATION IS POWER

“There are so many ways to participate in AIAA, and participation returns tangible benefits to your career and understanding of the industry. It would be hard not to find your niche within AIAA, with technical committees spanning the fields of aerospace engineering and science to economics, history and public policy—AIAA offers something for everyone.”

— John Rose, AIAA Associate Fellow, and chief of staff, Office of the Vice President, Engineering & Mission Assurance, The Boeing Company